
Introduction to �-calculus� A notation for describing computations that fo-cuses on function de�nition and application.� Allows convenient de�nition and manipulation offunctions as \�rst-class" values.Example: a function that adds 1 to its argument(�x.(x + 1))� Invented by Church in the 1930's to study com-putability questions, but now primarily of interestin programming language community.� In itself, serves as a basic functional language.Practical FLs = �-calculus + \syntactic sugar."� Can also serve (in restricted or specialized form)as intermediate language in compilers (esp. forfunctional languages).(� Meta-notation for denotational semantics.)� We will take a pragmatic, rather than theoretical,approach to �-calculus. In particular, we will treatthe calculus as a syntactic game, and won't worryabout models.



Syntax�-calculus is an expression calculus, with the fol-lowing concrete syntax:<exp> := <constant> Built-in constants| <variable> Variable names| (<exp> <exp>) Function applications| (�<variable>.<exp>) Function abstractionsA <variable> is ordinarily denoted by a lower-caseletter, e.g., x,y,z,f.We typically use upper-case letters (e.g., M,N,P,Q) asmetavariables ranging over expressions (e.g., (�x.M)).Pure �-calculus has no constants. We will typicallyextend the �-calculus with some set of \built-in"constants and functions (an applied �-calculus):0,1,2,... Integer constants+-*/ Integer operatorstrue,false Boolean constantsand,or,not Boolean operatorsif If-then-else operatorpair Pair constructorfst, snd Pair selectorscons, nil List constructorshd, tl List selectorsnull List empty predicate



Examples:(f a)(+ 3 2)�x.(+ x 1)(�x.(+ x 1)) 17�y.y�y.pair (snd y) (fst y)�f.�x.pair (f (fst x)) (f (snd x))�x.if (null x) 0 (hd x)We often cheat and use several abbreviations inour concrete syntax:� Function application associates to the left.� The body of a �-abstraction extends as far to theright as possible.� Drop parentheses where not needed.� A sequence of consecutive abstractions can be writ-ten with a single �.Example:S � �xyz.(x z)(y z)could have been written with fewer parentheses as�xyz.x z(y z)Its full form is(�x.(�y.(�z.((x z)(y z)))))



Tree representationFor expression of any size, it is best to write downthe abstract syntax tree of the expression to avoidconfusion. (This will prove more deeply useful lateron.)Examples:(�x.(+ x 1)) 17 @����x@���@��+ @@x @@@1 @@@17
(�x.(�y.(�z.((x z)(y z)))))�x�y�z@���@���x @@@z @@@@���y @@@z



More on Functions�-abstractions are fundamentally the same thing asfn expressions in ML; e.g., �x.+ x 1 corresponds tofn x => x + 1. Thus we can view �-calculus ex-pressions as a subset of ML expressions. (Of course,we haven't said anything yet about how � expres-sions are supposed to behave computationally.)Notice that all �-calculus functions are written inpre�x notation and take exactly one argument. Whatdo we do about functions that naturally require morethan one, such as addition?Recall that when we wrote (+ 3 4) this was reallyan abbreviation for ((+ 3) 4). That is, + is a func-tion that takes a single integer argument x and re-turns a new function whose e�ect is to add x to itsargument!This trick is called currying after the logician HaskellCurry, who made extensive use of it.Alternatively, we could de�ne the built-in + functionto take a single pair of integers as argument. (Butthe built-in pair constructor will still need to takeits arguments in curried form.) This is the approachtaken in ML.



ReductionsWe evaluate a �-calculus expression by repeatedlyselecting a reducible (sub-)expression (redex)and reducing it, according to a reduction rule.Pure �-calculus has the �-rule, which describes howto apply a �-abstraction to an argument.Informally: the result of applying a �-abstractionto an argument is an instance of the body of theabstraction in which (free) occurrences of the formalparameter in the body are replaced with (copies of)the argument.Each applied �-calculus also has �-rules describ-ing how to reduce expressions involving the built-infunctions and constants.Examples:* 2 3 !� 6(�x.+ x 1) 4 !� + 4 1 !� 5(�x.+ x x) 5 !� + 5 5 !� 10(�x.3) 5 !� 3



(�x.(�y.- y x)) 4 5 !� (� y.- y 4) 5!� - 5 4!� 1@���@����x�y@��@��- @@y @@x @@@4 @@@ 5!� @����y@���@��- @@y @@@4 @@@ 5!� @���@���- @@@5 @@@ 4!� 1
(�f.f 3)(�x.+ x 1) !� (�x.+ x 1) 3!� + 3 1!� 4@����f@���f @@@3 @@@�x@���@��+ @@x @@@1 !� @����x@���@��+ @@x @@@1 @@@ 3!� @���@���+ @@@3 @@@ 1!� 4



Bound and Free VariablesIn an abstraction �x.M, we say the � binds the vari-able x in the body M, meaning that x is just a place-holder for a value that will be �lled in when theabstraction is applied.An occurrence of a variable in an expression isbound if there is an enclosing � abstraction thatbinds it; otherwise it is free.Note that these de�nitions are relative to a particu-lar occurrence and a particular expression.Example�x.+ ((�y.+ y z) 7) x�x@���@���+ @@@@���y@��@��+ @@y @@z @@7@@@ xHere x and y occur bound in the overall expression,but z occurs free.



Example+ x ((�x.+ x 1) 4) @���@���+ @@@x @@@@����x@��@��+ @@x @@1 @@@4
Here the �rst occurrence of x is free but the secondis bound.If M is an expression we write:FV (M) set of free variables in MBV (M) set of bound variables in MAn expression M such that FV (M) = ; is said to beclosed.



�-reduction, more carefullyIf the same name appears in several �-bindings, wewant to use idea of nested scopes from block-structuredlanguages.I.e., when doing �-reduction, we should only sub-stitute for free occurrences of the formal parametervariable.Example(�x.(�x.- (- x 1)) 3 x) 9!� (� x.- (- x 1)) 3 9!� - (- 3 1) 9!�� -7 @����x@���@���x@��- @@@��@- x@@1@@3
@@@x @@@ 9!� @���@����x@��- @@@��@��- @@x @@1

@@@3 @@@ 9!� @���@���- @@@@��@��- @@3 @@1@@@ 9!�� -7



The following is wrong!(�x.(�x.- (- x 1)) 3 x) 96!� (�x.- (- 9 1)) 3 9!� - (- 9 1) 9!�� -1 @����x@���@���x@��- @@@��@- x@@1@@3
@@@x @@@ 9 6!� @���@����x@��- @@@��@��- @@9 @@1

@@@3 @@@ 9!� @���@���- @@@@��@��- @@9 @@1@@@ 9!�� -1



Variable CaptureOur revised de�nition of �-reduction still isn't ade-quate; here's another name-clash problem.@����f�x@���f @@@x
@@@ x

Naive substitution leads to�x@���x @@@ xbut this is obviously wrong: the right-hand x, origi-nally free in the expression, has been \captured" bythe �x.We must conclude that a �-reduction of (�x.M)N isonly valid if FV (N) do not clash with any formalparameters in M.We will see several ways to cope with this problem.



�-Conversion and �-ConversionWe can avoid name-clash problems by uniformlychanging the names of bound variables where neces-sary.Intuitively, changing names is justi�able because theyare only formal parameters.Formally, we call such name changes �-conversion.Example(�x.x + 1) $� (�y.y + 1)Of course, the new name must not appear free in thebody of the abstraction.(�x.x + y) 6$� (�y.y + y)In general, we'd like to de�ne two expressions as in-terconvertible if they \mean the same thing" (in-tuitively).To do this, we must de�ne two other forms of con-version relation.�-conversion is the symmetric closure of �-reduction(the inverse operation is �-abstraction).Example+ 4 1 $� (�x.+ x 1) 4



SubstitutionWe can avoid all name-clash problems and give sim-ple de�nitions of both �- and �-conversion via a care-ful de�nition of capture-avoiding substitution.We write [M/x] N for the substitution of M for x inN. (Other similar notations are also in common use,e.g., N [M/x].)[M/x] c = c[M/x] x = M[M/x] y = y (y 6= x)[M/x] (Y Z) = ([M/x] Y)([M/x] Z)[M/x] �x.Y = �x.Y[M/x] �y.Z = �y.[M/x]Z (x 62 FV (Z)or y 62 FV (M))[M/x] �y.Z = �w.[M/x]([w/y]Z) (w 62 FV (Z)[FV (M))Then we can de�ne�x.Z $� �y.[y/x]Z (y 62 FV (Z))(�x.M) N $� [N/x]M



de Bruijn NotationAnother way to solve name clash problems is to doaway with names altogether!In the tree for a closed expression, every variable oc-currence names a variable bound at some �-bindingon the path between the occurrence node and theroot.We can uniquely identify a variable by counting thenumber of �-bindings that intervene between its men-tion and its de�ning binding.Example�x.�y.+ x (* y y) �.�.+ 1 (* 0 0)�x�y@���@���+ @@@x @@@@���@��* @@y @@@y
��@���@���+ @@@1 @@@@���@��* @@0 @@@0It is now fairly straightforward to de�ne �-reductionin terms of this representation.(Since there are no names, we don't need �-conversion!)



�-Reduction and �-ConversionConsider these two expressions:�x.+ 1 x(+ 1)They \mean the same thing" in the sense that theybehave the same way when applied to any argument(i.e., they add 1 to it). This is the concept of func-tional extensionality.To formalize this, we add an �-reduction rule:(�x.F x) !� Fprovided x 62 FV (F).�-reduction tends to simplify an expression, but itsinverse, �-expansion can also be useful. Their com-bination is called �-conversion, written $� .The �-rules cannot be deduced from the �-rules.We will generally appeal to the �-rules to justify pro-gram transformations, rather than to perform com-putation.



Reduction OrderTo evaluate a �-expression, we keep performing re-ductions as long as a redex exists. An expressioncontaining no redexes is said to be in normal form.But an expression may contain more than one redex,so evaluation may proceed by di�erent routes.Example: (�x.(�y.+ x y) 3) 2 can be reduced intwo ways:@����x@����y@��@��+ @@x @@y @@@3 @@@ 2!� @����y@���@��+ @@2 @@@y @@@ 3!� @���@���+ @@@2 @@@ 3!� 5@����x@����y@��@��+ @@x @@y @@@3 @@@ 2!� @����x@���@��+ @@x @@@3 @@@ 2!� @���@���+ @@@2 @@@ 3!� 5
Fortunately, both reduction orders lead to the sameresult in this example. Will this always happen?



Non-terminating reductionsNot every expression has a normal form at all.Consider (D D), where D � �x.x x.@����x@���x @@@x @@@�x@���x @@@xThe evaluation of this expression never terminatesbecause (D D)!� (D D)! In other words, evaluationenters an in�nite loop. Such a computation is saidto diverge.For some expressions, one reduction sequence mayterminate while another does not.Example: (� x.3)(D D)If we perform the application of (� x.3) to (D D)�rst, we immediately get 3 and stop. But if we keeptrying to evaluate the argument (D D) �rst, we keepgetting (D D) again.So choice of reduction order can a�ect whether weget any answer!



Church-Rosser TheoremIt turns out that all reduction sequences that termi-nate will give the same result, at least for the pure�-calculus. Thus, if an expression has any normalform, that normal form is unique.This happy result is a consequence of the Church-Rosser Theorem: If E1 $� E2 then 9 E, such thatE1 !� E and E2 !� E.(Any system (not necessarily related to the �-calculus)for which this theorem is true is said to be \Church-Rosser.")Corollary Suppose now that E0 !� E1 and E0 !�E2 and that both E1 and E2 are in normal form. Then,since E1 $� E2, C-R says 9 E such that E1 !� E andE2 !� E. But since E1 and E2 are already both innormal form, this can only mean that E1 = E = E2.(If we are using names, the normal form is unique\up to �-conversion".)The Church-Rosser theorem for �-calculus is surpris-ingly di�cult to prove.(It isn't necessarily true for applied �-calculi, butthis is not a problem in practice.)



Specifying Reduction OrderNo reduction sequence can give us a wrong answer,but some sequences might fail to terminate even whena normal form exists.To de�ne reduction orders, we need to characterizeredex positions in an expression.An outermost redex of an expression is one thatis not contained within any other redex (i.e., withineither the argument or the function body).An innermost redex of an expression is one thatcontains no other redex.The leftmost outermost redex is the outermostredex whose � (for a �-redex) or function constant(for a �-redex) is furthest to the left (in the string ortree representation). Leftmost innermost is de-�ned similarly.Two important reduction strategies are:� applicative order, which says to always reducethe leftmost innermost redex �rst;� normal order, which says to always reduce theleftmost outermost redex �rst.



Normalization TheoremThe normal order reduction strategy always leadsto a normal form, if one exists.Applicative order, which corresponds to the idea ofevaluating a function's arguments before invokingthe function, does not have this property.Example revisited: (�x.3)(D D)@����x3 @@@@����y@��y @@y @@@�z@��z @@zHere the �x redex is the (only) outermost one andthe �y redex is the (only) innermost one. Normal-order reduction says to do the �x reduction �rst, so(D D) is never evaluated. Applicative order reduc-tion says to evaluate (D D) repeatedly.Intuitively, normal order evaluation wins over ap-plicative order here because the function �x.3 doesn'tuse its argument, so there's no point in trying toevaluate it (fruitlessly).A function that uses its argument is said to be strictin that argument; e.g., �x.3 is not strict in x, but�x.x is.



Eager or Lazy?The applicative order strategy corresponds to call-by-value, as used in most imperative languages. InFL's this is usually called eager evaluation.The normal order strategy corresponds to call-by-name (as found in Algol-60).Although the normal order strategy appears better(it computes something useful more often) it is sig-ni�cantly less e�cient to implement. Intuitively, thisis because if the argument is a complicated expres-sion, call-by-name must transmit the entire expres-sion including the values of its free variables, whereascall-by-value needs only to transmit the value of theexpression, which may be much simpler.There's another obvious problem with call-by-name:if an argument is needed, it may be needed at severalpoints in the body, and hence get reduced severaltimes. Practical implementations avoid this prob-lem by sharing the result of evaluating the argu-ment at all points where it is used. This combi-nation of call-by-name with sharing is called call-by-need or (loosely) lazy evaluation. (To modelsharing, we need to change our tree representationof �-expressions to a graph.)Well-known lazy functional languages include Mi-randa and Haskell; eager functional languages in-clude the (pure subsets of) Scheme and ML.



Weak Head Normal FormIn real programming languages, we don't expect thebody of a function to be evaluated (even in part)before the function has been called, i.e., before theformal parameters have been assigned values. (If ithappens, we tend to think of it as an optimization,as with a loop invariant.)But either of our strategies, as de�ned so far, maydo such reductions. An applicative order example:(�x.+ (+ 2 3) x) 8The leftmost innermost redex is (+ 2 3), so this willbe �-reduced to 5 before the top-level reduction oc-curs.To avoid this behavior, most functional languagesimplementations \don't evaluate under a �." Tech-nically, we stop evaluating when we reachweak headnormal form (WHNF).A consequence of this implementation approach isthat we never have name clash problems, since wenever reduce an expression containing free variables(assuming we started with a closed expression).



RecursionSuppose we wish to de�ne a recursive function, suchas the factorial function:FAC = (�n.if (= n 0) 1 (* n (FAC (- n 1))))This de�nition is faulty: it relies on a ability toname a �-expression (FAC) and refer to that namefrom within the expression itself.The problem is that �-abstractions are anonymous.(We've named �-expressions before, but only as anabbreviation mechanism which could be easily \un-folded.") The only names a �-abstraction can referto are those of its arguments (or the arguments toenclosing abstractions).So the trick is to rewrite the recursive function sothat it takes itself as an extra argument! We dothis by �-abstraction:FAC $ �n.(: : :FAC: : :)becomesFAC $ �f.(�n.(: : :f: : :)) FACWe can rewrite this as:FAC $ H FAC where H � �f.(�n.(: : :f: : :))Note that H is a perfectly ordinary �-abstraction thatdoes not involve recursion.



Fixed PointsThe factorial function FAC is a solution to the equa-tionFAC $ H FACi.e., it is a function FAC such that the result of apply-ing H to FAC is just FAC. We say that FAC is a �xedpoint of the function H.It is easy to �nd �xed points for some functions. Forexample the function �x.* x x has both 0 and 1 as�xed points. In general, a function may have 0, 1,some, or in�nitely many �xed points.It's not so easy to see what a �xed point of H shouldlook like, but for a moment let's just assume theexistence of a function Y that takes any function asargument and returns a �xed point of that functionas result. That is, for any function F,F (Y F) $ Y FThen, in particular, we have H (Y H) $ Y H, soFAC � Y His a solution to our equation for for the factorial func-tion that doesn't involve recursion!



ExampleWith our de�nitionsFAC � Y HH � �f.�n.if (= n 0) 1 (* n (f (- n 1)))we can now compute, e.g., factorial(1):FAC 1= Y H 1$ H (Y H) 1= (�f.�n.if (= n 0) 1 (* n (f (- n 1))))(Y H) 1!� (�n.if (= n 0) 1 (* n (Y H (- n 1)))) 1!� if (= 1 0) 1 (* 1 (Y H (- 1 1)))!�� * 1 (Y H 0)$ * 1 (H (Y H) 0)= * 1 ((�f.�n.if (= n 0) 1 (* n (f (- n 1))))(Y H) 0)!� * 1 ((�n.if (= n 0) 1 (* n (Y H (- n 1))))0)!� * 1 (if (= 0 0) 1 (* n (Y H (- 0 1))))!� * 1 1!� 1



De�ning YWe have seen that recursion can be expressed whollyin terms of a �xed-point combinator Y. But howdo we de�ne Y?We could build it into our applied �-calculus as aspecial function with a suitable �-rule. In fact, thisis more or less what we will do in practice.Amazingly, it is also possible to de�ne Y as an ordi-nary expression in the pure �-calculus! Here is onede�nition:Y � �h.(�x.h (x x))(�x.h (x x))Let's check it out:Y H= (�.h.(�x.h (x x))(�x.h (x x))) H$� (�x.H (x x))(�x.H (x x))$� H ((�x. H (x x))(�x. H (x x)))$� H ((�.h.(�x.h (x x))(�x.h (x x))) H)= H (Y H)Note the similarity between this de�nition of Y andthe looping expression (D D). In fact, this version ofY doesn't work with call-by-value evaluation becauseit goes into an in�nite loop!Fortunately, there are many ways to write Y; here'sone that does work with call-by-value:Y � �f.(�x.f(�y.x x y))(�x.f (�y.x x y))



Pure FunIn principle, we can do without built-in constantsand �-rules altogether by encoding useful types andoperators directly in the pure �-calculus. In general,this means using �-abstractions to represent values.For example, to model booleans we need a way ofrepresenting true and false, functions correspondigto and, or, etc., and an equivalent of if that se-lects one of two expressions based on the value ofthe boolean. Here's how:true � �x.�y.xfalse � �x.�y.yif � �f.�x.�y.f x yand � �x.�y.x y false: : :Exampleif true 0 1= (�f.�x.�y.f x y) true 0 1!� (�x.�y.true x y) 0 1!� (�y.true 0 y) 1!� true 0 1= (�x.�y.x) 0 1!� (�y.0) 1!� 0



Church Numerals0 � �f.�x.x1 � �f.�x.f x2 � �f.�x.f(f x): : :n � �f.�x. n timesz }| {f(f : : : (f x): : :)succ � �n.�f.�x.f(n f x)iszero � �n.n(�x.false) true : : :Examplesucc 2= (�n.�f.�x.f(n f x)) 2!� �f.�x.f(2 f x)= �f.�x.f((�f.�x.f(f x)) f x)!� �f.�x.f((�x.f(f x)) x)!� �f.�x.f(f(f x))= 3



Data Constructorspair � �x.�y.�f.f x yfst � �p.p(�x.�y.x)snd � �p.p(�x.�y.y)Examplepair 1 2 = (�x.�y.�f.f x y) 1 2 !�� �f.f 1 2so fst (pair 1 2)= (�p.p(�x.�y.x))(�f.f 1 2)!� (�f.f 1 2)(�x.�y.x)!� (�x.�y.x) 1 2!�� 1Note that pairs and booleans are encoded in essen-tially the same way!


